Providing strategic direction for the Field of Leadership Education
“Collaboration is vital to sustain what we call profound or really deep change, because without it, organizations are just overwhelmed by the forces of the status quo.”

- Peter Senge
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Perspective is a word that is often used to convey meaning for the insight and vision that a particular individual has with respect to a given situation or organization. However, in regards to this document and the efforts that will hopefully stem from it, the idea of perspective goes much deeper. It can be viewed as a collection of thoughts, a synthesis aimed at change and movement, and an extension and transcendence of the singularity that stems from an individual view. It is the synergistic and diverse direction for the empowerment of the field of Leadership Education and the work that informs it.

Competing priorities and an ever-changing landscape of issues create significant challenges for leadership educators as they attempt to develop the next generation of leaders. These challenges provide the impetus for this document and the intentionality behind the perspectives that lie within it. The perspectives within this document offer a synthesis of the materials and ideas that address one central question: What areas of research within the broad context of Leadership Education in higher education should we address in the next five years?

The following perspectives and accompanying priorities serve as a framework to guide the application and practice of Leadership Education scholarship for the next five years across different contexts. The arrow of causality points in both directions for true scholarship, as research should inform teaching and teaching should inform research (Boyer, 1997). Through the enhanced direction achieved by the application of the included research priorities, the field of Leadership Education aims to further define itself as a discipline and more importantly, contribute to the development of leadership prepared to address the complex challenges facing our world.

Our desire is that this document will initiate collaborative dialogue, breakdown interdisciplinary silos, and create trajectory for the work we do as leadership educators.

Anthony C. Andenoro
Project Lead
University of Florida
In the Fall of 2011, the inaugural National Leadership Education Research Agenda was conceived and the Association of Leadership Educators stepped forward to develop a functional and applicable resource to supplement the scholarship informing Leadership Education. This charge was approached with consideration for the critical areas of research to address within the broad context of Leadership Education in higher education and under the auspice of achieving the two overarching goals of the agenda: 1) Provide research priorities that can guide applied scholarship contributing to the development of future leaders and managers through higher education, and 2) Provide key elements that further define Leadership Education as a discipline.

The following justification and process, as noted by Andenoro (2012, pp. 2-3), provide perspective for why and how the National Leadership Education Research Agenda was developed. Further, the context section establishes a common language and foundation for the agenda’s interdisciplinary application.

**Justification for the National Leadership Education Research Agenda**

When one attempts to define the merits of a discipline, he or she will normally examine the uniqueness of the body of knowledge represented within that discipline. However, this has historically been a difficult proposition for the field of Leadership Education. Primarily the difficulty to define the field lies in the interdisciplinary nature of leadership. Consider that at most universities, one will find some form of Leadership Education being taught in Colleges of Business, Agriculture, Engineering, ROTC/Military Sciences, Education, Liberal Arts, along with multiple departments housed under Student Affairs. This poses challenges for those attempting to define Leadership Education as a discipline, and it also creates an incredible opportunity. Through the diversity of perspectives contained in various academic and co-curricular departments, Leadership Education finds broad transdisciplinary application. The development of the National Leadership Education Research Agenda addresses this opportunity in a manageable and strategic fashion. As the agenda guides the scholarship of Leadership Education as a discipline, it also defines it as a discipline.

Another challenge facing the field of Leadership Education is the general lack of research priorities aimed at guiding the scholarship within field. Although this creates opportunities for diverse publications with broad applications, it decreases the applied nature of the scholarship. Primarily, researchers within Leadership Education continue to ask and attempt to answer the fundamental question “what makes an effective leader?” This is accompanied by the tangible connections to decision-making, ethics, morality, and organizational culture. However, the more important questions facing the field of Leadership Education may include, “who has changed because of this research and how will the research that we do impact those we serve?” The National Leadership Education Research Agenda provides the foundation for increasing the applied nature of the scholarship guiding the development of leadership through higher education.

**Process for Development**

The challenge of defining the field of Leadership Education is readily apparent. Because of this, it was imperative to provide parameters to the direction that will shape the scholarship within the field. For the first six months of the process, discussions provided critical perspectives relating to past Leadership Education scholarship initiatives led by key scholars at higher education institutions and within Leadership Education organizations. These discussions provided perspectives and parameters that guided the agenda’s development.
process. We shared our research question with key scholars in the field, Leadership Education organizations, and institutions of higher education that have engaged in collaborative dialogue on the subject. The emergent themes and perspectives were thoroughly vetted and synthesized with the relevant literature and ultimately resulted in the present document. We believe that the outcomes of the leadership team’s efforts satisfy the original charge of reducing silos and empowering collaborative interdisciplinary networks that provide direction for the field of Leadership Education. The full details of the process can be found at the National Leadership Education Research Agenda Homepage - http://www.leadershipeducators.org/ResearchAgenda.

Context for the National Leadership Education Research Agenda

For the perspectives within this document to have practical application, it is important to cultivate a common language for key terms - especially because the terms Leadership Education, Leadership Training, and Leadership Development are often confused and interchanged (Allen and Roberts, 2011; Roberts, 1981). This is not to suggest that multiple perspectives on terminology cannot co-exist, but clarity of intended meaning is essential to advance a cohesive body of scholarship. It is particularly important to clarify the term Leadership Education to aid in the functionality of the research priorities outlined in this agenda.

*Leadership Education is the pedagogical practice of facilitating leadership learning in an effort to build human capacity and is informed by leadership theory and research. It values and is inclusive of both curricular and co-curricular educational contexts.*

Along with Leadership Training, Leadership Education is a subset of Leadership Development. Defined by Allen and Roberts (2011), Leadership Development is “a continuous, systemic process designed to expand the capacities and awareness of individuals, groups, and organizations in an effort to meet shared goals and objectives” (p. 67). Within this process, Leadership Education specifically focuses on the activities and environments to develop leadership ability (Brungardt, 1997). Although leadership training is typically focused on the preparation of an individual for a specific role or task, Leadership Education is more complex and prepares the individual for future opportunities, roles, and contexts (Roberts, 1981).

Another distinction in terminology is clarifying Leadership Education from leadership studies. For the purposes of this document, Leadership Studies is defined as “a subset of the larger area of Leadership Education.” Leadership Education can include both credit and non credit-bearing leadership programs, whereas Leadership Studies is “an interdisciplinary, academic and applied field of study that focuses on the fluid process and components of the interaction between leaders and followers in a particular context” (Sowcik, 2012, p. 193). As such, leadership studies is often offered through traditional curricular course offerings and may come in the form of a certificate, minor, major, or degree in Leadership Studies (Riggio, Ciulla, and Sorenson, 2003). Leadership studies is used in some contexts to refer to the interdisciplinary knowledge-base from which Leadership Education programs draw their conceptual, theoretical, and empirical grounding.
Area One – Pedagogical Priorities – The Applied How of Leadership Education

As noted earlier, Leadership Education is the pedagogical practice of facilitating leadership learning in an effort to build human capacity and is informed by leadership theory and research. It values and is inclusive of both curricular and co-curricular educational contexts. Inherently, then, Leadership Education is concerned with a focus on teaching and learning. As such, it was critical to establish priorities grounded in the applied how of Leadership Education. The priorities included within this area are inclusive of the essential considerations that inform the learning and transfer of learning through innovative Leadership Education. These priorities are inclusive of, but not limited to the pedagogical and andragogical methods associated with the development of leadership competencies, capacities, and dispositions.

“People learn deeply by learning to think about the experiences that they have, to compare them with other experiences, frame them in multiple ways, question them, ask what they mean and what implications they have.” - Ken Bain
THE PRIORITIES

PRIORITY ONE: Teaching, Learning, and Curriculum Development

Applied Outcome — Leadership Educators will require an intentional eye for building connections with other streams of research, a better understanding the process of educating for mastery or expertise, and the desire to explore the role of individual differences and social identity within Leadership Education contexts. The following areas are recommended for exploration of teaching, learning and curriculum development.

- **Develop Transdisciplinary Perspectives for Leadership Education** — The intentional development of interdisciplinary connections is essential for the advancement of Leadership Education as a discipline. Disciplines such as instructional and curricular design, program assessment, information processing, student development, competency-based learning, training and development, and educational psychology have the potential to inform our work and can have powerful implications for how leadership educators view teaching and learning associated with Leadership Education.

- **Explore the Capacity & Competency Development Process for the Leadership Education Learner** — Through a deepened understanding of innovative and effective teaching and learning processes, leadership educators have the potential to identify emerging techniques and innovative approaches to teaching. Through a developmental outcomes-based approach to assessment, teaching, and learning within Leadership Education, the development of future generations of leaders is possible.

- **Explore the Role of the Individual Learner in Leadership Education** — Examine how the role of individual differences such as developmental readiness, leadership self-efficacy, motivation to learn, and leadership experience impacts curriculum development, the learners, and instruction in Leadership Education. Further, it is critical to examine how human diversity and social identities impact Leadership Education.

- **Explore Curriculum Development Frameworks to Enhance the Leadership Education Transfer of Learning** — The examination of various curricular and co-curricular designs critically important to the development of curriculum that can positively impact learners. Further, promoting and examining learning environments that are learner-centered, knowledge-centered, assessment-centered, and community centered can provide insight into environments that can support and facilitate curriculum delivery. More evidence in this area will be necessary as leadership educators attempt to propel the field of Leadership Education forward through the development of the learners they serve.

Background/Foundation

Colleges and universities seek to develop students who will be contributing members to society, and many institutions emphasize leadership in their mission statements (Astin and Astin, 2000; Council for the Advancement of Standards in Higher Education, 2012). As such, many leadership initiatives, both curricular and co-curricular, exist on college campuses to facilitate leadership development. We contend that addressing the process of learning and developing leadership is just as, if not more, important than addressing the curricular topics of Leadership Education.
Traditional instructional methods and pedagogical models used in higher education are often transactional and hierarchical in nature, with a greater emphasis on “teaching delivery rather than on student learning” (Shepherd and Cogsgriff, 1998, p. 349). In addition, traditional lecture-based teaching can often result in a gap between the content and how it translates to practice. In other words, students often “fail to develop the full battery of skills and abilities desired in a contemporary college graduate” (Duch, Groh, and Allen, 2001, p. 4). This gap is particularly troubling for the discipline of Leadership Education, which strongly emphasizes practice and the development of skills and capacities in addition to basic conceptual understanding (Conger, 1992). Likewise, Leadership Education involves the development of declarative, procedural, and conditional knowledge (Schraw, 1998) and emphasizes learning goals that focus more on application and integration than foundational knowledge (Jenkins, 2012a). As innovative and learner-centered pedagogical approaches are being used in the field of Leadership Education, empirical research on such approaches is needed to gain more useful knowledge beyond utilization (e.g., Allen and Hartman, 2009; Barr and Tagg, 1995; Conger, 1992; Jenkins, 2012b; Jenkins, 2013) and instead on effective and engaging ways of teaching that meet educational objectives.

Scholars have contended that leadership is developmental and a lifelong endeavor (Avolio, 2005; Day, Harrison and Halpin, 2009). Accordingly, we must seek to understand the individual differences of students and match appropriate learning opportunities to assist in their development. To address this deficiency in instruction, leadership educators should connect curricular decisions with moral, psychosocial, identity, and cognitive student development theories. It is critical to design programming that match our students’ dispositions, learning styles, and psycho- and physiological needs.

**Challenges**

Leadership Education initiatives are burgeoning on college campuses (Dugan and Komives, 2007). Although this truth presents opportunities to create informed and civically engaged critical leaders, it also creates challenges with regards to instructional and curricular design, consistency, and assessment. Higher education has an opportunity to design and develop best practice leadership programs and cutting edge teaching, learning, and assessment.

- **Embrace & Develop the Transdisciplinary Nature of Leadership Education** – Leadership is an interdisciplinary topic and leadership educators can learn valuable lessons from biology, anthropology, sociology, psychology, philosophy, the humanities, and a number of others areas of inquiry. To develop a transformative learning experience, a program architect may look to any number of research streams to help develop a “best in class” learning experience. For instance, the field of training and development provides valuable insight into topics such as learning transfer and learner readiness (Kirwan and Birchall, 2006). In addition, streams of research in psychology such as information processing (Lord and Maher, 2001) and cognition (Gagne, 1970) are important to better understand the learning process. Furthermore, other streams such as service learning (Steiner and Watson, 2006), management development (D’Netto, Bakas, and Bordia, 2008), and educational psychology (Marzano and Kendall, 2007) provide valuable insight to program architects and expand our current methods of educating leaders.

- **Establish Processes for Developing Leadership Competency & Capacity in Learners** – Although the exploration of taxonomies of learning (Bloom, 1956; Fink 2003) and proximal development (Chaiklin, 2003; Vygotsky, 1962) have been explored in depth in other disciplines such as mathematics (Cobb, 1988) and language development/reading (Chomsky, 1972), research exploring the developmental nature of leadership is just beginning to emerge (e.g., Day, Harrison, and Halpin, 2009; Lord and Hall, 2005). The
developmental stages of leader and leadership development critically impact the content of Leadership Education. Accordingly, research that expands our base of knowledge regarding effective instructional and curricular design must align with these important areas of inquiry. Likewise, providing educational opportunities that help an individual progress from novice to expert is an important area of focus (Allen and Middlebrooks, 2013; Lord and Hall, 2005). Opportunities must be identified to facilitate deliberate practice (Ericsson, Krampe, Tesch-Römer, 1993) in an ongoing and intentional manner. As Riggio (2008) suggests, “the practice of leadership, just like the practice of medicine, or law, or any other profession, is a continual learning process” (p. 387).

Opportunities
Leadership Educators need to learn more about assessment of our efforts (Riggio, 2008); more specifically, the appropriate research methods, paradigms, and data collection procedures. As in much of contemporary social science research, there is paradigm debate in leadership about how knowledge is created and the dimensions by which we understand it (Kellerman, 2012). Accordingly, we suggest a multi- and mixed-methods approach to extricating innovative pedagogy and curriculum development in Leadership Education research. Both quantitative and qualitative methods have much to offer. Accordingly, we offer the following research methods with respect to impending research questions while keeping in mind that all research methods have strengths and weaknesses and the following suggest only a sample of approaches researchers could employ to address the scope of this research agenda.

- **Longitudinal Studies** – To understand the long-term effects of Leadership Education upon student behaviors and learning outcomes, research is needed that follows students in leadership programs (Day, 2011; Riggio and Mumford, 2011). In addition, studies that address programs with differing approaches to Leadership Education, sequencing of curricula, unique pedagogies, learning communities, and environments might address this area of inquiry most directly.

- **Experimental Studies** – Because students who select Leadership Education often differ from those who do not participate in leadership curricula (Owen, 2012), it is critical to test alternative models of Leadership Education, the use of technology, innovative pedagogy, and individual differences through the use of controlled experimental designs. Such information is also important to educational and institutional policy makers.

- **Qualitative Approaches to Inquiry** – Conger (1998) noted the critical nature of qualitative research aimed at identifying the feelings and perceptions that inform leadership practice. Although it was published 15 years ago, it is still relevant, timely, and essential to Leadership Education. To fully understand the leader, follower, and learner, it is essential to gain holistic perspective of their feelings and perceptions. The inherent depth that is necessary to provide an understanding for that holistic perspective is grounded in naturalistic inquiry and the qualitative research paradigm. Accordingly, it is important to engage in research methods that collect rich data on student and faculty experiences in Leadership Education such as learning and programmatic outcomes, curricular and co-curricular learning environments, and the effectiveness of instructional and assessment strategies.

- **Grounded Theory** – Grounded theory studies such as those by Komives, Owen, Longerbeam, Mainella, and Osteen (2005) and Jenkins and Cutchens (2011) provide examples of generated theory from constant
and comparative inquiry (Glaser and Strauss, 1967). Accordingly, a great deal can be learned about student learning and developmental processes through grounded theory.

- **Narrative Research** – Narrative research begins with experiences as expressed in lived and told stories of individuals (Creswell, 2013). For example, Shamir, Dayan-Horesh, and Adler (2005) suggest a “life-story approach” to studying leadership. Arguably, leadership development could be portrayed through research that captures individuals’ progression through curricular and/or co-curricular Leadership Education programs.

- **Phenomenological Studies** – Whereas narrative research reports the experiences of a single or several individuals, a phenomenological study describes the common meaning for several individuals of their lived experience of a concept or phenomenon (Creswell, 2013). Research that uncovers common meanings with respect to specific instructional strategies, programmatic outcomes, and experiences offer an opportunity for greater clarity for the field of Leadership Education.

- **Case Studies** – Case study research involves the study of a case within a real-life contemporary context or setting (Yin, 2009). Case studies could utilize best practices at leading programs that illustrate the work that leadership educators do, the dilemmas they face, and the contexts within which they work. They also facilitate the examination of Leadership Education from a variety of conceptual, theoretical, and analytical perspectives, and provide high-quality, research-based instructional materials for use in formal courses and professional development workshops.

- **Ethnographic Studies** – Ethnography focuses on an entire culture-sharing group (Creswell, 2013). The cultural implications of these studies provide transferable perspectives that lead to opportunities for the understanding and development of diverse contexts.

- **Action Research/Action Inquiry** – Questions of student learning outcomes with respect to leadership behaviors might best be answered by action research (AR). These studies could use AR methods as well as historical and archival data and focus on collaborative inquiry, best practices with respect to pedagogy and learner development, and the preparation of leadership educators. Action research/action inquiry is also beneficial for leadership educators in examining their own role as an educator in order to improve their Leadership Education practice (e.g. Tillapaugh and Haber-Curran, in press).

- **Observational or Natural Setting Studies** – The question of how the process of Leadership Education is experienced can be addressed by observational studies, which have the promise of discovering the nature of the experience of leadership and learning. Leadership educators can deepen their understanding of Leadership Education contexts by observing students and instructors, along with their divergent pedagogies, assessments, practices, and methods.
**THE PRIORITIES**

**PRIORITY TWO:** Programmatic Assessment and Evaluation

**Applied Outcome** – Leadership educators and program administrators will need greater understanding of the differences that exist among leadership programs, the programmatic assessment processes, and the availability, utility, application, and implementation of programmatic assessment resources. The following areas are recommended for exploration with respect to the programmatic assessment and evaluation of Leadership Education.

- **Increase Understanding of Leadership Program Differences** – It is critically important to examine the overt and subtle different among leadership learning contexts. Through an enhanced understanding of program diversity, Leadership Educators will be more adept at understanding how to empower the development of those we serve.

- **Establish Collaborative Capacity for Programmatic Assessment** – A deeper understanding of outcome-based assessment plans for Leadership Education programs will provide leadership educators with the potential to design intentional curriculum aimed at the development of Leadership Education learners. This is critically important to achieving depth that builds learner capacity and extends beyond traditional competency-based leadership development curriculum.

- **Explore Shared Standards for Leadership Programs** – An examination of factors commonly associated with accreditation and best practices for leadership programs provide leadership educators insight into the development of quality Leadership Education programs.

- **Assess Viable Programmatic Assessment Resources** – As the leadership issues facing organizations become more complex, there will be a need to examine existing resources and develop innovative materials to assess leadership programs.

**Background/Foundation**

Assessment and feedback is needed in order for Leadership Education programs to further develop, adapt, and grow. Yet, there is little disciplinary consensus with respect to formative programmatic assessment. Without consensus in this area, ambiguity permeates leading to a lack of program accountability and direction.

To create a culture of accountability within Leadership Education, clear and intentional inquiry focused on programmatic assessment is necessary. Accordingly, research is needed to ensure that leadership educators and program administrators understand the differences that exist within Leadership Education, the necessity to engage in assessment, and the resources needed to do so.

The topic of formalized program review (e.g., external reviews, certification, accreditation) has emerged as a hot topic in recent years. In the summer of 2011, an International Leadership Association (ILA) task force was formed with the mission to explore questions concerning external review processes and offer
recommendations related to formalized leadership program review (Sowcik, Lindsey, and Rosch, 2013). Two outcomes have come from this work to date. First, the task force presented recommendations to Chair of the International Leadership Association Board of Directors. Secondly, results from the task force findings and other perspectives on formalized program review were published in a special symposium of Journal for Leadership Studies titled “Exploring the legitimacy, maturity, and accountability of leadership studies programs: A movement towards ‘good’ practices?” (Sowcik, 2013).

Challenges

As complex adaptive systems, Leadership Education programs need feedback to further develop, adapt, and grow. However, some of the major challenges to programmatic assessment can be summed up by the following statement: “We fail to grasp the essence of leadership that is relevant to modern age and hence we cannot agree even on standards by which to measure, recruit, and reject it” (Burns, 1995, p. 9). The following considerations address the needs associated with the evaluation and assessment of Leadership Education programs.

- **Explore Formalized Program Review & Shared Standards for Leadership Programs** – There is a general lack of agreed upon standards that promote quality and accountability for Leadership Education programs. However the bigger questions lie within realms of who should determine the standards and evaluate the programs, and what should be taught within these programs. It is also critical to consider the potential benefits against the potential costs of establishing a set of standards for Leadership Education. There is a need for a system of standards to promote quality Leadership Education practice, without infringing on the creativity and autonomy of leadership educators essential to innovative teaching and learning.

- **Develop Means for Leadership Education Monitoring & Evaluation** – Programmatic monitoring and evaluation are critical for leadership educators to consider as they attempt to determine if their practice is achieving the desired outcomes. However, there is a deficiency in the research and resources aimed at addressing this need. Possible explanations are the overwhelming workload many leadership educators face (Ewell, 2009) and “many institutions simply do not know...how to implement evidence-based continuous improvement” (Goertzen, 2013, p. 56). Over the next few years, it will become increasingly important to encourage open dialogue and collaborative research efforts that develop methods of monitoring and evaluation to create formative, summative, and developmental processes to establish a standard of quality for Leadership Education programs.

Opportunities

There is momentum in the field to address assessment on all levels (i.e., student, course, program, and institutional). There are many recent examples of new initiatives concerning Leadership Education/Studies Assessment (e.g., Jenkins, Freed, Hoover, and Satterwhite, 2012; Ritch, 2013; Sowcik, 2013). Although this area of inquiry is growing, little consensus exists in the evaluation of such options. Accordingly, we suggest a multi- and mixed-methods approach to evaluating currently available assessment models. These models would provide data to enhance models and develop an interdisciplinary understanding of leadership programs within higher education institutions. We also recommend greater emphasis on institutional and programmatic accountability. It would be wise for those within the field of Leadership Education to reach out to other established academic disciplines to better understand assessment practices. Having an opportunity
to learn from a multitude of disciplines and replicate effective assessment practices will provide an increased opportunity for effective and innovative assessment practices. This collaborative approach prioritizes learning from the successes and failures of our interdisciplinary colleagues and provides an interdisciplinary application for unique Leadership Education contexts.
Area Two – Content Based Priorities – The Applied What and Who of Leadership Education

In addition to exploring the pedagogical priorities identified previously, it is critical to consider the content and the learner within the Leadership Education context. Without considerable perspective for these areas, effective transfer of learning is far less likely to occur. Because of this, it was paramount to establish priorities grounded in the applied what and who of Leadership Education. The following research priorities are inclusive of the essential considerations that inform our understanding of the leadership learner and content aimed at developing competencies, capacities, and dispositions for practicing leadership. These priorities are applicable to personal, organizational, community, and global contexts.

“True learning does not occur unless reflection is present.” -John Dewey
PRIORITY THREE: The Psychological Development of Leaders, Followers, and Learners

Applied Outcome – Leadership Education is critically grounded in the psychological development of those that it is created to impact. The psychological roots of Leadership Education provide a critical foundation for higher-level organizational development and leadership practice. Although this is a foundational element of the Leadership Education landscape, the intricacies of personality and self-awareness, along with other variables, require continued development and additional research that will provide perspective for leadership educators tasked with preparing the next generation of leaders. The following areas are recommended for exploration with respect to the psychological development of leaders, followers, and learners.

- Development of Leader, Follower, and Learner Psychological Capacity – Leaders, followers, and those who aspire to serve others need to develop perspective for self within the group and organizational context. Specifically, the following constructs, the development of capacity for them, and their broad based contextualization provide a powerful foundation for the learner. This list is not meant to be exclusive, as this is an emergent area with the field of Leadership Education.
  - Self-Awareness, Emotional Intelligence, Emotional Intelligent Leadership, Critical Leadership, Aversion and Propensity for Change, Motivation and Initiatives in Leadership Contexts, Self-Esteem for Leadership Practice, Personality, Personal Hardiness, Trust, Creativity, Self-Agreement, Self-control, Self-Sacrifice, and Empowerment

- Development of Moral and Ethical Foundations for Leadership Practice – Intentionally separated, the constructs of morality and ethics provide grounding and purposiveness for leadership practice. However most leadership programs often only provide a cursory snapshot of the moral and ethic foundations necessary for leaders and followers to be successful (Andenoro, 2005; Andenoro, Murphrey, & Dooley, 2008). Through intentionally designed research initiatives aimed at the understanding and development of these elements in learners, our society gains a foothold for supporting our organizations and the communities and people they serve.

- Development of Critical and Creative Thinking Disposition and the Accompanying Self-Efficacy to Demonstrate Action – Leaders, followers, and learners are faced with a constantly changing organizational landscape and a painfully insufficient set of standard operating procedures to address every challenge within that landscape. This causes them to leap beyond conventional wisdom and create innovative measures to address complex problems with respect to diverse stakeholders. Through the development of critical and creative thinking dispositions and the strategically aligned initiatives, and self-efficacy to act upon those dispositions, individuals are offered a greater opportunity to empower self-development and organizational growth.
Background/Foundation

Since the times of Socrates and Plato and the advent of Great Man Theory, the impetus for leadership has been placed on the personal characteristics of those leading. Throughout the early years of leadership and Leadership Education, theorists excessively studied the idea of charisma and other personal traits that could potentially hold the key to effective leadership. These studies provided a cursory understanding of which individuals have the potential for leadership. Early studies did little to include the concept of the followers or the context in the leadership equation. Although this perspective may sound elementary and fairly pedestrian, it provides a critical foundation for Leadership Education stressing the importance of the individual in the leadership equation, but they were limited in scope with only focusing on this. Thus, it not only provides the justification for individualized Leadership Education, but also the inclusion and development of the leadership educator as a catalytic piece of the leadership learning process.

With time, leadership research began to recognize the role of other people and the context. This can be seen in the behavioral, situational, reciprocal, and influence theories on leadership (Komives, Lucas, and McMahon, 2013). Capacity and disposition rose to the forefront and depth developed with respect to the intricacies of the human psyche and the inherent complexity of relationships. Through heightened self-awareness, the development of critical and creative thinking disposition as well capacity for self-efficacy, the learner gains the potential to not only understand the application of quality leadership practice, but to share its application and instill it in others.

Further, the understanding of self is essential to the development of positive relationships within social situations. Hence the psychological development of the learner, leader, and follower is necessary for the understanding of influence, which is a central component of leadership. Further this priority identifies that emergent leadership theories should recognize that leadership is not only about a single person. Leadership is a process stemming from a relationship with others fostered through self-awareness and an understanding for context.

Challenges

Although this priority is critically important to the development of the field of Leadership Education and those that it serves, there are several challenges necessary for consideration. The following provide several considerations aimed at a more holistic inclusion of psychologically based constructs within the field of Leadership Education.

- **The Depth of the Human Psyche** – The vastness of the human psyche and the underlying perspectives, feelings, and passions present within each individual, makes quantification and generalization of the learners extremely difficult. However, this should not be an excuse for exploring these perspectives, as they are fundamental to our understanding of leadership as a process. Research should be directed at gathering baseline data that provides perspectives of the learners and their cognitive and developmental capacities for personal growth and awareness. This includes the expansion of traditional student identity development theory, leadership capacity, authentic practice, relationship-based practice, influence, persuasion, interpersonal communication, and related items.

- **Investment in Critical Self-Reflection** – The development of leadership educators and learners requires greater attention toward critical self-reflection (CSR). Reflection is often a hallmark practice in Leadership Education focused on evaluative reasoning and critical thinking (Jenkins, 2012; Jenkins and Cutchens,
2011; Roberts, 2008). However, Preskill and Brookfield (2009) advocate for a move toward CSR, which goes beyond typical reflection to interrogate assumptions related to power and hegemony that underlie leadership issues. CSR is a learnable skill, but one that must be purposefully developed (Densten and Gray, 2001; Preskill and Brookfield, 2009). Significant attention should be directed at shifting forms of reflection to take on more critical dimensions while also exploring the mechanisms for cultivating it.

• **Educator Capacity** – With respect to the previous challenges, it is also critical for research to illuminate perspectives that help educators navigate these tumultuous waters judiciously and efficiently. Due to the depths of the human psyche and the underlying perspectives, feelings, and passions present within each individual, it is critical that the leadership educator is fully prepared for what her or she may encounter through this educational process. Often times the proverbial Pandora’s box of feelings and emotions within the learner can be opened by the educator’s incisive questioning. Understanding that all leadership educators are not trained psychologists, it is paramount for applied research to yield developmental curriculum and best practices aimed at building an educators’ toolkit replete with the necessary skills to fully facilitate the leadership learning process.

• **Time and Intentionality** – Leadership educators are tasked with serving an increasing diversity and varied perspectives among leadership learners. Intentionality becomes paramount, seeing as an individual growth plan complete with distinctive learning objective is not possible for every learner within an educator’s learning environment. Hence, it is suggested that research focuses on alternative viewpoints, processes, and assessments aimed at encouraging self-reflection and self-guided growth for the learners.

**Opportunities**

The significant challenges associated with this priority also align with tremendous opportunities for leadership educators and researchers addressing this priority. This priority informs research in two main areas. First, there is an ever growing dynamic within corporate and co-curricular leadership development contexts that prioritize understanding the psychology of the individual with respect to group and organizational dynamics. While copious amounts of time, energy, and finances have been devoted to understanding personalities and the interpersonal traits of those within our organizations through strengths, personality, communication style, and leadership style assessments, there is a severe need to unpack the formative foundations that contributed to these identified characteristics. Through extended depth and understanding of those that work with our organizations, the potential exists for more intentional group development and the empowerment of strategic delegation based on employees’ strengths, competencies, commitments, attitudes, and dispositions. Research efforts grounded in a more substantial understanding of the psychology for leaders, followers, and learners create tremendous possibilities that should guide future Leadership Education and practice.
**Priority Four:** The Sociological Development of Leaders, Followers, and Learners

**Applied Outcome** – Humans by nature are social beings who seek social interactions to establish pleasure and reduce pain. This fundamental element of the human psyche becomes the foundation for leadership practice. This priority examines the essential function of the individual within the group context and reflects the critical relationship that exists between leaders and followers as well as between instructors and learners of leadership. This priority builds upon the previous priority and establishes a firm application of the individual within the group, team, and organizational contexts. The following areas are recommended for exploration with respect to the sociological development of leaders, followers, and learners.

- **Development of Learning Organizations** – For organizations to understand the cultures that drive them, support the diversity of their members, and fully commit to the acknowledgement and examination of the issues they face, significant learning opportunities must be prioritized. The idea of the learning organization promotes intentionality for creating knowledge and learning opportunities as well as developing coping mechanisms to allow for change and innovative practice (Senge, 1997). Although Senge’s perspectives were written more than 16 years ago, their adaptation to leadership learning has been relatively gradual. This priority promotes and encourages leadership educators and scholars to explore the potential for creative contexts, innovative practice, and holistic learning across organization hierarchies. It validates and builds upon the existing literature recognizing that leadership transcends the individual through its fundamental grounding as a systems phenomenon (Lichtenstein, Uhl-Bien, Marion, Seers, Orton, and Schreiber, 2006; Marion and Uhl-Bien, 2003; Uhl-Bien, Marion, and McKelvey, 2004). This forms the foundation for creating solutions to the problems that organizations face and organization sustainability through times of adversity.

- **Developing the Leader, Follower, and Learner with Respect to Addressing Complex Adaptive Systems** – Leadership does not operate in a vacuum. It is a process that impacts organizations and the people and structures within them. Yukl and Mahsud (2010) note that flexible and adaptive leadership involves changing behavior appropriately to positively impact situational dynamics and organizational change. Further, approaching leadership through a systems perspective recognizes the interconnected levels of the individual, group, organization, and larger system (Heifetz and Linsky, 2002). The complexities that impact the ability to be adaptive and manage the systemic nature of leadership within organizations requires more empirical research. Through a purposeful examination of organizational

**Background/Foundation**

Group dynamics have resided at the forefront of Leadership Education since the inception of leadership, and the application of sociology-based perspectives creates a foundation for our understanding of them. However, as Heifetz and Laurie (1997) noted, “solutions to adaptive challenges reside not in the executive suite but in the collective intelligence of employees at all levels” (p. 124). Thus, leadership educators need innovative research to address the development of adaptive leadership learning that can be promoted at all levels of the organization. Popular theories of the past, such as transformational leadership (Bass, 1985) and charismatic leadership (Conger, 1989), have addressed this idea attempting to explore how leaders impact
followers within organizational contexts. Although past theoretical foundations provide us with perspective, they are only valuable to a point. Popular leadership theories of the past often fail to explain the leaders’ influence on collective learning and can distract attention from the most important influence processes (Yukl, 2009). Yukl (2009) suggests, “instead of trying to extend dyadic theories of leadership to explain organization-level processes, it is much better to develop new conceptual frameworks that are more relevant and comprehensive” (p. 50).

Although we understand that traditional, hierarchical views of leadership are marginally useful considering the overwhelming complexities of our social systems (Lichtenstein et al., 2006), we also understand that the research and scholarship that govern the development of leadership theory must also transition to new perspectives. This shift will allow for perspective to be gained addressing complex and often convoluted adaptive needs of organizations (Lichtenstein et al., 2006). Two specific areas that provide a foundation for this scholarship lie in the examination of adaptive and complexity leadership theories.

Grounded in the roots of contingency theories (e.g., Fiedler, 1964, House, 1971; Hersey and Blanchard, 1984; Vroom and Jago, 1988), adaptive leadership involves changing behavior in appropriate ways as the situation changes (Yukl and Mahud, 2010). Intuitively, adaptive leadership creates a foundation for leaders to address complex adaptive systems within organizations. It is linked to five key concepts: complexity, adaptability, leadership, paradox, and uncertainty (Obolensky, 2010). Through the understanding and application of these concepts, leaders and followers can begin to engage within the organizational context in a powerful and potentially transformational way. Although this form of leadership has the potential to positively impact growth within organizational contexts, further research is warranted to address the “considerable ambiguity in the management and leadership literature about the nature of flexible [and adaptive] leadership” (Yukl and Mahud, 2010, p. X).

Concurrently, complexity leadership theory extends beyond an individual’s potential and prioritizes collective ventures aimed at creating efficiency for organizational processes (Drath, 2001; Lichtenstein et al., 2006). While grounded in the past literature, which values the individuals’ leadership traits and characteristics, this priority goes beyond reestablishing leadership as an event (Lichtenstein et al., 2006) and suggesting an empowerment strategy of distributed leadership (Brown and Gioia, 2002; Gronn, 2002). This forms a foundation for dynamic organizational practice and prioritizes the idea of a learning organization. Research that generates perspectives about the intricacies of this has the potential to contribute to increased understanding of organizational dynamics and prevent the realization of Argyris and Schon’s (1978) contention that the demise of an organization is often indelibly linked to its failure to adapt to the complex challenges it faces.

Challenges

The challenges that should thoughtfully be addressed with respect to this priority are somewhat intuitive. They address the systemic complexity and dynamic cultures impacting our organizations. The following challenges provide several considerations reflecting the inclusion of sociological based constructs with respect to the field of Leadership Education.

- **Diversity of Learners** – It is critical to consider the diversity of the learners within the educational context. Learners will have a variety of backgrounds that marginally prepare them or possibly severely underprepare them for analyzing organizational culture and dynamics with respect to strategic change and
the development of practices consistent with learning organizations. This challenge will call for a renewed focus on the development of the leadership educator in an effort to create the best possible learning context. Tangible examples that focus on this development will be not only be considered valuable, but essential, as leadership educators attempt to frame content in manageable, practical, and developmental examples. Complex adaptive systems thinking will need to be cultivated within learners through the educational initiatives that elevate the learners’ thinking to higher levels of Bloom’s Taxonomy (Krathwohl, 2002).

• **Changing Organizational Dynamics** – Diverse members, competing internal agendas, and opposing power structures create a challenging environment for the leaders and followers within organizations. Significant time should be devoted to understanding the impact that these can have on the overall organizational trajectory. Research into the cause and effect relationships among these factors has the potential to serve as a form of collective learning within given organizations (Yukl, 2009) that could establish long-term sustainability.

• **Complex External Factors** – It was noted earlier that leadership does not operate in a vacuum. As such, organizations are impacted by the daily ebb and flow of the markets and stakeholders on which they depend. As Heifetz and Laurie (1997) suggest, “Changes in societies, markets, customers, competition, and technology around the globe are forcing organizations to clarify their values, develop new strategies, and learn new ways of operating” (p. 124). Heifetz and Laurie (1997) further address this describing the difficulty that leaders face as they attempt to affect change and mobilize organizational constituents to perform complex and adaptive tasks. This will be a daunting challenge for leadership educators as they attempt to prepare learners to empower a competitive advantage for work within domestic and global markets.

**Opportunities**

It is clear that traditional means of Leadership Education will not meet the needs of leaders, followers, and learners within higher education contexts. However, the landscape is rich with opportunities that will hopefully contribute to perspectives that shape future organizational practice. Learners are eager to have real-world opportunities where they can gain valuable work experience and procedural knowledge that will prepare them for future leadership and give them a competitive advantage over other graduates applying for similar positions. This provides researchers access to previously unexplored populations and encourages the development of undergraduate and graduate student research skills. Educational efforts that promote effective and innovative means of engaging learners in research-based activities within organizational contexts could provide tremendous potential for transferability and replication across the curriculum. External organizations are also looking for collaborative partnerships with curricular and co-curricular programs that will provide them with access to the next generation of leaders. These collaborative opportunities create mutually beneficial scenarios for leadership programs and the external organizations.
Priority Five: Influences of Social Identity

Applied Outcome – Leadership scholars and educators should more effectively center considerations of social identity in leadership research, education, and practice. This includes clear attention to marginalized voices and ideas, an understanding of the socio-historic and contextual influences of organizational environments on leadership development, and the use of asset-based and agency-focused approaches to research that situate social identity as a key variable of influence. In an effort to better align Leadership Education with principles of contemporary leadership theories emphasizing inclusion, social justice, and equity, the following areas are recommended for exploration with respect to the understanding of learner, leader, and follower social identity.

- **Examining Social Identity in Leadership Content** – It is imperative to encourage the development of perspectives from a diverse author base that reflects the diversity of the learners, leaders, and followers impacted by Leadership Education. Through a broadening of the perspectives within the literature, biases can be removed and a critical and intersectional approach to research, theory, and practice has the potential to reshape what is known about leadership.

- **Examining Social Identity in Leadership Pedagogy** – Considerations for the unique needs of varying social identity groups related to effective pedagogical approaches and educational interventions are necessary. Specifically, these include how socio-historic and contextual factors shape the needs of marginalized identity groups impacted by Leadership Education, how interactions within and across social identity groups cultivate opportunities for Leadership Education, and how power and authority structures privilege and constrain the ways individuals engage with, experience, and learn from Leadership Education and the outcomes associated with it.

- **Examining Social Identity in Leadership Research** – More time and resources should be devoted to adequately capturing perspectives associated with social identity and their application to Leadership Education research methods. Considerations for sampling procedures that disaggregated analyses by social identity groups to examine conditional effects and asset-based approaches are warranted. Through the application of research that moves beyond simple examinations of perceptual and enactment differences in leadership based on social identity to more complex treatments that address the social realities of identity in leadership, leadership educators can gain a more holistic and meaningful impression of the audiences they serve.

Background/Foundation

Attention to the role of social identity in leadership is hardly a new emphasis as scholars have stressed its importance considerably. However, the majority of this work explores associations with traditional leader/follower prototypes, organizational and work team identities, or nationality and cultural differences (Day, Harrison, and Halpin, 2009; Dorfman and House, 2004; Hogg, 2001; Lord and Hall, 2005; Pittinsky, 2010; van Knippenberg, van Knippenberg, De Cremer, Hogg, 2004). Much of the focus in leadership studies and Leadership Education is placed on organization and cultural influences on leadership. Overlooking individuals’
social identities as another key influence on leadership provides a significant oversight and gap in the research. Eagly and Chin (2010) note the troubling omission or segregation of content related to domestic social identities from leadership literature. Omission and segregation become tools to reinforce a dominant literature or master narrative that often excludes the voices of socio-historically marginalized communities (Ayman and Korabik, 2010; Dugan, 2011; Eagly and Chin, 2010; Ospina and Foldy, 2009). These narratives are replicated both intentionally and unintentionally over time contributing to a body of scholarship and leadership prototype that by its very construction may be distancing (Munin and Dugan, 2011). Scholars suggest the critical need to revisit leadership theory to examine the ways in which it perpetuates dominant norms and fails to fully represent social identity differences present in society (Ayman and Korabik, 2010; Fassinger, Shullman, and Stevenson, 2010; Ospina and Foldy, 2009).

Of the domestic social identity differences present in the United States, gender has received the most substantive attention, although scholars note there remains significant work to be done (Eagly and Carli, 2007; Eagly and Chin, 2010). Lesser attention has been directed toward considerations associate with race/ethnicity and sexual orientation. Nevertheless, emerging evidence from the limited existing research is clear that considerations associated with domestic social identities are associated with differential perceptions of leadership, engagement in leadership experiences, processes of leadership development, and enactment of leadership behaviors (e.g., Arminio et al., 2000; Dugan, Kodama, and Gebhardt, 2012; Kezar and Moriarty, 2000; Kodama and Dugan, 2013; Renn, 2007). Thus, when scholars and researchers center social identity in their research, not surprisingly results emerge that highlight the significant ways in which differences frame leadership development.

Challenges

For leadership educators to effectively construct learning experiences that address the need of all learners as well as prepare individuals to work in complex and diverse contexts, a more fully realized research agenda is needed that addresses influences of social identity. Addressing influences of social identity presents a number of challenges, which include: explicit preparation and on-going learning for leadership educators, investment in critical self-reflection, willingness to critically examine existing literature, and the integration of new approaches to research. The following challenges provide several considerations addressing social identity within the field of Leadership Education.

• **Preparation of Leadership Educators** – Limited attention has been directed toward the requisite skills of those designing and delivering Leadership Education programs. A vast array of disciplinary backgrounds that may or may not have adequately prepared individuals with direct content and pedagogical knowledge regarding leadership situates continuing education as critical (Owens, 2012). Education associated with multicultural competence, critical approaches to research and theory building, and understanding the influences of social identity must begin with leadership educators (Munin and Dugan, 2011). Mabey (2012) suggests that a critical approach “requires those who are conducting leadership development to consider how their own leadership identities are being constituted and maintained, and to apply these criticisms to themselves as facilitators” (p. 14). Prior to working with students around issues of social identity, educators must commit deeply to their own ongoing development.

• **Integration of New Approaches to Research** – The ability to advance substantive research on the influences of social identity on leadership also necessitates a diversity of research approaches. It is not
surprising that issues of social identity remain invisible when research does not ask about them to begin with, employs design approaches that inherently minimize them, and/or use analytic techniques that cannot detect them. Researchers are encouraged to use critical theory and intersectionality as research design frameworks that center the concern for social identities. The inclusion of diverse samples and appropriate variables is also essential. Dugan, Kodama, and Gebhardt (2012) suggest, for example, that studies of race and leadership often use racial group membership to examine influences rather than the more potent and influential variable of racial identity. Similar claims can be made across other social identity groups. The sophistication of research approaches must reflect the complex nature of social identities if scholars wish to better understand its influences on leadership development.

- **Exploring Individual Differences and Social Identity within Leadership Education** – As noted in priority one, effective educational programs consider the individual differences of their learners. Thus it is imperative that attention is paid to individual differences as they relate to the social identities of learners. Learners’ experiences and ways of learning and developing vary based on their backgrounds and social identities including gender identity, race/ethnicity, age, sexual orientation, socioeconomic status, and disability (Pascarella and Terenzini, 2005). Further, the research on student leadership development suggests that social identity influences students’ leadership behavior and development (Dugan and Komives, 2007; Dugan, Komives, and Segar, 2008; Haber, 2012; Kezar and Moriarty, 2000; Komives, Owen, Longerbeam, Mainella, and Osteen, 2005; Romano, 1996). In order to anticipate these differences and better understand as well as serve diverse students of Leadership Education, researchers should situate social identities within research on Leadership Education (Astin, 1997; Pascarella, 2006; Pascarella and Terenzini, 2005).

**Opportunities**

Advancing the proposed research agenda requires the ability to directly name and address difficult issues associated with power, authority, and privilege. Doing so presents numerous challenges most associated with reframing our approaches to Leadership Education. Although this may appear daunting in scope, the potential rewards are numerous. More effectively addressing issues of social identity in leadership presents an opportunity to address critiques from the public and private sectors that individuals do not enter the workforce with adequate competency in engaging across difference. It also addresses the calls for a more diverse workforce better prepared to address the complex leadership issues facing society. Perhaps most important, addressing the influences of social identity on Leadership Education represents an opportunity to bring into better alignment the espoused and actualized values of this critical work. A more in depth understanding of leader, follower, and learner social identity will contribute to a more representative, complex, and rich literature base as well as a more effective, efficient, and targeted approach to the design of Leadership Education.
Applied Outcome – Ultimately, our charge as leadership educators is to prepare future leaders to positively impact national and international communities. This priority is intimately linked to that effort with respect to the dynamic variability and systemic complexity of community development. In an effort to promote healthy and sustainable social change, it is critically important to address the historical foundations and the interdisciplinary application of diverse theoretical perspectives. This includes but is not limited to the theoretical foundations specifically aimed at social change and the development of vibrant and resilient communities. The following areas are recommended for exploration of social change and community development.

- **Examine Innovative Implications for and Application of Social Change Leadership** – The ever-changing dynamics associated with organizations and their implications for the communities they serve merit a reexamination of the key assumptions of the Social Change Model of Leadership (Higher Education Research Institute, 1996) and other key social change frameworks. Through intentional research efforts aimed at emphasizing applied practice and research with tangible implications, leadership educators open the possibility for heightened capacity for change management and empowerment of organizational and community development.

- **Contextualization of Self & The Other** – Through a deepened understanding of social change and community development, learners have the ability to understand themselves and the change they wish to enable. Perspective for positive change, interpersonal morality, and organizational ethics help to shape the leadership framework that creates relationships essential to transformational learning within organizational and community contexts.

- **Development of Vibrant & Resilient Communities** – Communities are facing considerable challenges and complexity. Globalization, the economic downturn, competing priorities, increased human diversity, climate change, and the rapid expansion of technology have caused communities and the people within them to change or face significant hardships. However, human nature often resists change in an effort to hold onto the comforts and control of past initiatives. Thus, it will be critical for leadership scholars and educators to create research lines that will address the development of these communities, the cultures within them, and ultimately their sustainability and resiliency during adversity-filled times.

**Background/Foundation**

In 1996, the Higher Education Research Institute introduced the Social Change Model of Leadership. Its values-based application to individuals, groups, and communities, along with its grounding within the perspectives of prominent theorists, including Burns (1978) and Rost (1993), made the theory a foundational pillar in the Leadership Education community. Many curricular and co-curricular entities across higher education adopted the model and almost immediately infused it into their leadership curriculum. However, the concept of community stressed in this model must continually be examined, as many forces continue to...
impact the communities in which we live and lead. The massive globalization and technological advances have complicated the landscape. However this provides an opportunity to reexamine past theories as a foundation for the development of new models that empower change in diverse domestic and international contexts. Further, the economic downturn and climate change have considerably impacted industry and economic sustainability within rural and urban communities. Communities and the people within them have been forced to change industries, reinvent themselves, and often times relocate to support their viability within their social systems. As people leave their communities, economic stimulation lessens due to the lack of population causing rural flight and urban degradation.

Community resilience efforts create opportunities to figuratively and literally weather the storms associated with these new challenges. Community resilience, defined as “the existence, development, and engagement of community resources by community members to thrive in an environment characterized by change, uncertainty, unpredictability, and surprise” (Magis, 2010, p. 401), is possible through creative change management initiatives in complex adaptive systems. As leadership educators attempt to build capacity to address, initiate, and facilitate community resilience efforts, a solid foundation for the development of communities could potentially emerge from interdisciplinary efforts and the empowerment of socially responsible leadership (Dugan, 2006). Learners, who experience and have the opportunity for intentional reflection of community service and leadership development efforts, uncover the possibility of socially responsible leadership (Dugan, 2006). Further, the areas of rural sociology, community development, and non-profit leadership, along with other interdisciplinary perspectives will help leadership educators and their learners form perspectives that encourage accompaniment (Ausland, 2005; Andenoro and Bleetscher, 2012), develop trust, and build adaptive capacity (Saavedra and Budd, 2009). These constructs have the potential to contribute to a deeper understanding of community change, resilience, and sustainability.

Challenges

Social change implies the indelible link between communities and their people. While human capital can be one of the most powerful assets in the leadership puzzle of community development, the variability within the human element can also serve to inhibit positive change and progress. This essentially forms the foundation for the challenges affecting Leadership Education within this priority. The following challenges provide considerations reflecting the inclusion of social change and community development perspectives with respect to the field of Leadership Education.

- **Understanding for Innovative Social Change** – Social change is becoming increasingly complicated as the complex adaptive systems that impact the likelihood of social change continue to evolve. Thus, new paradigms of social change that explore the cultural economic, social, and political dimensions of social change will be essential to empower change in the future. It is suggested that socially complex systems and the people within them form the foundation for research that will provide insight into how we can address social change and leadership development within communities. This implies both quantitative and qualitative measures aimed at understanding the feelings and perceptions of the community members and the issues they face.

- **Empowerment of Community Resilience** – Humans must learn to adapt to change, and resilience is a key component to successful adaptation and sustainable living (Saavedra and Budd, 2009). For leadership educators who aspire to develop community resilience and the capacity for community resilience
development in their learners, it is necessary to conduct research that provides an understanding for mitigation and adaptation strategies. These strategies should be focused on increasing the capacity of communities to adapt and live with change and surprises (Walker and Salt, 2006; Saavedra and Budd, 2009). Folke, Colding, and Berkes (2003) note that building resilience and adaptive capacity requires four elements: learning to live with change and uncertainty; nurturing diversity for reorganization and renewal; combining different types of knowledge for learning; and creating opportunities for self-organization. Researchers are urged to consider the role experiential learning plays and interdisciplinary knowledge as critical pieces of adaptive management capacity building. Gonzalez (2002) furthers this idea noting that adaptive management of complex systems is based on incremental learning and on decision-making, which are key components of the Leadership Education conundrum.

• Examination of the Influence Relationship that Exists with Respect to Community Development – The meaning of citizenship has changed in recent years. In the past, citizenship could be likened to being a quality neighbor to those in a given area of town. However the expectations associated with this idea have shifted considerably. As an emergent term that alludes to a complex and adaptive process of empowering sustainability within domestic and global contexts, leadership educators are challenged to engage in research initiatives to explore the relationships that empower community development and citizenship. Specifically, the ideas of self-awareness, accompaniment, trust, intentionality, strategic direction, and sustainable change should be addressed.

Opportunities

Although significant challenges present themselves with respect to the complexity of social change and community development, the need and accompanying opportunities for research addressing this priority are evident. Through an intentional and interdisciplinary approach to the scholarship informing perspectives on social change and community development, Leadership Education stands on the precipice of what leaders are intuitively called to do - serve others and create opportunities for their empowerment. This priority is the foundation for tangible and applied leadership practice. It has the potential to manifest itself in the citizenship leading to sustainability and community empowerment through capacity building. It is the realization of the “teach a man to fish” proverb and accentuates the human capacity to work with one another to achieve synergistic successes.
Applied Outcome — Global competence is increasingly a priority within higher education, and the development of global leadership knowledge and capacities are vital for the future of our global community. This priority encompasses a focused charge for the development of global and intercultural competence and increased understanding of leadership in a global context. Indelibly linked to the previous priority, global and intercultural leadership promotes and advances social change in international contexts, with respect to systems-based and complexity-based leadership frameworks. The following areas are recommended for exploration with respect to the development of global and intercultural competencies and capacities within leaders, followers, and learners.

- **The Development of the Intercultural Learner, Leader, and Follower** — The application of global leadership and the development of intercultural competence are essential to the development of organizations within global contexts. Thus, it is important for the research initiatives informing Leadership Education to reflect the global social structures that are defined by mutuality, respect, and justice and form the foundation for enhanced interactions and mutually beneficial intercultural relationships.

- **The Development of Global Organizations** — A global organization is an emergent term focusing on the intercultural processes that form foundations for organizations operating across international boundaries. However, the complexity of these intercultural processes should be examined more fully. Research addressing the social, political, historical, economic, and cultural considerations of global interactions and the organizational contexts where they take place will provide considerable opportunities for Leadership Educators attempting to develop intercultural competence in their learners and ultimately, provide a foundation for successful intercultural and global interactions at the organizational and community level.

- **The Development of the Intercultural Leadership Educator** — A number of global issues are influencing the field of Leadership Education. Leadership educators’ must stay abreast of these global issues and incorporate them into the leadership curriculum. This of course takes a significant amount of time, energy, and work on behalf of the leadership educator. Thus, it is important that researchers address ways for leadership educators to develop their own global leadership knowledge and intercultural competence in order to then help develop the intercultural competence of the learners, leaders, and followers with which they work. Educational opportunities that provide a focus on global and intercultural knowledge and development can enable the development of the intercultural leadership educator.
The Association of American Colleges and Universities’ Greater Expectations Project on Accreditation and Assessment reported that global knowledge and engagement, along with intercultural knowledge and competence, are essential learning outcomes for all fields of concentration and for all majors (McTighe and Musil, 2006). We suggest this is particularly relevant for Leadership Education. Political, economic, cultural, and social forces have made our society and lives increasingly more global in scope, and as such our focus on Leadership Education curricula requires globalization. This focused priority for globalization has moved from a competency-based organizational perspective to a renewed emphasis on capacity building within the individuals. Van Deurzen (1998) described the importance of intercultural competence noting that it provides an opportunity to be better strangers to each other and creates the foundation for a deeper understanding of each other and ourselves. Further, “through a deeper understanding of self and the predispositions and biases we possess, individuals can begin to deconstruct expectations and more fully engage in the opportunity to share culture and develop sustainable relationships in international contexts” (Andenoro, Popa, Bletscher, and Albert, 2012, p. 106).

With respect to the interface of global citizenship, democracy, and liberal learning, we appreciate that culture matters (Cornwall and Stoddard, 2001; Deardorff, 2006; Hovland, 2006; Meacham and Gaff, 2006; Stoddard and Cornwell, 2003). However, this creates a renewed challenge and opportunity for leadership educators. The daunting task of managing the complicated landscape of global dynamics requires new levels of preparedness and leadership. Thus, leadership educators are called to meet this challenge by developing quality curricula to address the need for intercultural capacity and globalized perspectives in the future leaders of our organizations.

Further, leadership educators need to consider that our world is becoming more and more complex and characterized by increased uncertainty. This merits the inclusion of systems-based and complexity-focused leadership frameworks (e.g. ecology models, adaptive leadership, chaos theories, learning organizations) to address the adaptive challenges we face in our organizations and in our global society. Many contemporary models of leadership are values-based and emphasize a focus on positive change, ethics, and/or social change (e.g. transforming leadership, servant leadership, relational leadership, social change model of leadership). As adaptive leadership challenges continue to affect the global community, it is important that we advocate for the question of “leadership for what?,” emphasizing that leadership is values-based and involves making a positive impact organizations, communities, and global contexts.

There has been an increased focus on social entrepreneurship globally as well as within higher education, and research endeavors informing these should be considered. Globalization, and the technology that increasingly bridges countries and cultures, requires fresh paradigms and new leadership competencies (Bueno and Tubbs, 2004). Global managers will be expected to master an ever-expanding range of knowledge and skills that will allow them to be successful in international contexts (DiStefano and Maznevski, 2003). Although noted a decade ago, these perspectives are still timely. The idea of social entrepreneurship is evolving to meet the humanistic standards of international practice. Hence, in an effort to address the development of intercultural communities through humanistic means, leadership educators will be challenged to create innovative paradigms and practices along with educational curricula that will create the impetus for the development of future global leaders.
THE PRIORITIES

Challenges

Fully engrained in the systemic and cultural complexities of a global society, this priority offers considerable challenges to the leadership educator. However, through interdisciplinary and curricula/co-curricular collaborative efforts holistic means of addressing these challenges can be developed. The following challenges provide several considerations reflecting the inclusion of global and intercultural-based constructs with respect to the field of Leadership Education.

• Development International Partnerships – Data collection efforts in international contexts can be particularly difficult, as distance can inhibit our ability to assess, monitor, and evaluate the work and initiatives that are taking place. Further, growth and development is not always immediate and may develop over time complicating researchers ability to assess the impact of programs and initiatives. Thus, it is proposed that significant emphasis be placed on the development of collaborative partnerships with international constituents in an effort to create research teams both abroad and domestically to collect perspectives and engage in formative, summative, and developmental outcome-based evaluation.

• Leadership Educator Resource Limitations – Unfortunately, research in a global context can be more costly and time consuming. This inhibits the ability of leadership educators to develop international perspectives and share them with their learners. To address this, leadership educators are urged to look domestically for international perspectives. Interdisciplinary collaboration within higher education settings along with community populations, such as international refugees and international aid and development groups, may provide opportunities for research and the foundation for developmental curriculum aimed at addressing these deficiencies.

• Tenuous Political Structures and Power Dynamics – It is important to consider relationships and potential power dynamics that can arise in conducting research in a global context, particularly when crossing cultural and other social identity boundaries. Seeking research relationships that are reciprocal in nature can allow for mutually beneficial process and outcomes.

• Rapid Evolution of Global Markets – The global arena is constantly changing; political, economic, social, and cultural forces can significantly impact Leadership Education abroad and the research that can accompany it. Leadership educators are cautioned to consider that the rapid evolution of global markets calls for consistency of observation and identifies the tenuous shelf life of the “holistic” international perspective.

• Current Frameworks for Immersive Opportunities – Ideally for learners, leaders, and followers to gain intercultural competence, it can be beneficial to have international immersion experiences, such as study abroad trips and international service efforts. While there has been an increase in study abroad programs and other global experiences with a leadership focus, the programs and the research from these programs can be limited in scope. As society becomes more globally focused, there is a need for the advancement of learning opportunities grounded in the immersion trip. Leadership educators are charged with conducting research that will enhance the leadership curriculum through a renewed focus on the development of the learner and the international community he or she is working with.

• Expansion of Understanding for Intercultural Competence – Existing research on intercultural competence is relevant to many leadership concepts (e.g., self-awareness, awareness of others, diversity, values, perspectives), and there is opportunity to expand this further with a direct connection to Leadership Education and development. Research that informs the creation of curricula aimed at the expansion of intercultural competence and the ability to work effectively with other people across a variety of contexts and cultures is pivotal for enacting change that will empower the future of global citizenship.
Opportunities

Leadership Education is in many ways an American phenomenon, and, as such, Leadership Education strongly emphasizes Western (and more specifically American) conceptualizations of leadership. In fact, scholars from the mid 20th century emphasized “learning from the west” and “internationalization through colonial conquering” as the priorities of globalized curriculum (Baumgratz, 1995). Globalization within the practical sector was explored by and confined to very small, specialized operational departments within organizations (Morrison, 2000). These perspectives present unique challenges for leadership educators, but these ideas also convey boundless opportunities to further globalize Leadership Education. Expansion of current paradigms to include Eastern models of leadership provides different perspectives that can be valuable in helping not only understand other cultures, but also in broadening our focus and understanding on leadership. By focusing more on a global context when examining Leadership Education, we have an opportunity to expand and enhance our curriculum and understanding. Countless opportunities exist for educators to “practice what they preach” and to forge global relationships with other people committed to the same social issues or adaptive leadership challenges facing our global community. Through these relationships educators have the potential to develop capacity to address global issues and challenges, while designing curricula to empower those capacities in others.

In expanding our leadership focus to encompass systems-based and complex perspectives, there are opportunities to forge interdisciplinary collaborations with colleagues in fields across social sciences in addition to the hard sciences. Ultimately, these perspectives will form the foundation for enhanced learner development opportunities. The ability to understand oneself and those around him or her through a multiplicity of perspectives forms the foundation for successful intercultural interactions, as it allows for the cultivation of authentic and unbiased dialogue (Andenoro et al. 2012).
THE PRIORITIES

A Living Document – Understanding that Leadership Education is a constantly evolving and emergent body of knowledge, it is imperative to consider the National Leadership Education Research Agenda as a living document. The priorities and the perspectives within it provide direction for the Leadership Education scholarship and practice for the next five years. It is the desire of the leadership team and supporting organizations that the work of this agenda and the collaborative dialogue that informs it continue to develop and broaden the field of Leadership Education. These efforts form the foundation for deepened and more meaningful leadership learning experiences for the learners, leaders, and followers of Leadership Education.

The Priority Area Research Teams – In an effort to promote interdisciplinary and collaborative research aimed at addressing the research priorities included in this document, the Association of Leadership Educators (ALE) initiated Priority Research Area Teams (PARTs). During the announcement of the agenda in July of 2013 at the ALE Annual Conference, attendees had the opportunity to engage in collaborative dialogue with interdisciplinary colleagues interested in advancing the scholarship of Leadership Education. Conversations centered on the provided priorities and created organizational workgroups charged with informing the research priorities. PARTs are open to all interested parties and more detailed information can be found at the National Leadership Education Research Agenda page on the ALE website.

Future Agendas – The development team realizes that there are two significant limitations of this agenda. First, the agenda was created under the auspice that future agendas will be necessary. The agenda is specifically designed to address the fundamental problems and issues within the broad context of Leadership Education that should be addressed at the higher education level through research in the next five years. It is the desire of the leadership team that a new agenda be presented every five years to inform the scholarship of Leadership Education with respect to the evolution of the field and society. Second, while transferability of the priorities to like contexts is permissible, international contexts and the international Leadership Education can potentially have a broad spectrum of priorities not addressed in this agenda. For this reason, the agenda was aptly named the National Leadership Education Research Agenda and finds application within the United States higher education system.
“Science requires an engagement with the world, a live encounter between the knower and the known.” - Parker Palmer
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